
 

These are my clues, and if you don't like them - well, I have others. 

Across  
7 Poaches 18 with stalks (9) 
8 See 2 Down 
11 My facilitating left inside in a hard-working 
way (9) 
12 Lumpy jam assists in disclosing where 8 down 
shot an elephant (7) 
13 Charles is a follower of X (4) 
14 Moral is, dead will return after swallowing 
17's heart (7) 
15 Just over half the weapon returned? Boring! 
(4) 
18 Like 8 down maybe used in a 4 bore? (3,4) 
20 Sister throws sticks joined by chains (9) 
21 A bit more than 12% of the octopus (3-6) 
23 Grant a small measure was detailed before 
skunk pig (7) 
24 Just over half the weapon plucked by one of 1 
(4) 

Down 
1 Comrades? (3,4,8) 
2/8A Driftwood's deal, partly? 17 doesn't 
believe it! (6,6) 
3 17 losing head, getting right, stirring singers 
(5) 
4 A work of 1 - like Sir Gawain watching 
Parsifal, say (1,5,2,3,5) 
5 Fool Ryan and I with a bit of conjuring, Iraqi! 
(8) 
6 Instrument used to prohibit Ms Brand? (5) 
8 Criminal applauding antics of explorer in a 
work of 1 (7,9) 
9 Discharge, sulphate salt, is all over effigies 
(9) 
10 "The elephant in the room," might be thus 
qualified when saw leaves (2,3,6,4) 
16 Ruler of the drink, say (5) 
17 One of 1 gets no points for style (5) 



25 Ended by injury on top (5,2) 
26 Continue with show (undoubtedly influenced 
by 1) (4) 
30 Initially reluctant to please 11, so revert (7) 
31 Spoiling posh gilding 'n' embroidery (9) 
32 Skinner ate it? (6) 
33 Irritation of P.A. beheaded at a church (9) 

19 Fighter I hear might like a 32 (9) 
22 Nina 15 exceptional as an employer of 
elephants (8) 
27 Express confusion over who killed Samuel 
Ratchett (6) 
28 Chat show host rebuffed one of 1 (5) 
29 Dodges work diligently, embracing nothing 
strenuous at either end (5) 

 

 


